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Module Code: PGSC 6011 

Module Title: Investigating Teaching and Learning 

Tutor: David McLaughlan 

Title of the item of work: 
 Assessment title: With reference to your own planning of learning (for a series of lessons), 
critically examine your approach to the teaching and learning of this particular topic/section of 
your subject with reference to theories of teaching and learning. 

Wordage: 3000 word equivalent in total 

Details and Criteria: 
This reassessment will involve a reworking of the original submission as 
required. You should address the feedback provided for your first attempt at 
this summative assessment 

Assessment Guidance: Write reflectively and critically on your own subject teaching with relation 
to the approaches to teaching and learning in your subject that you reviewed in the formative 
piece. This should include a critical analysis of a series of lessons on one topic or section that you 
have planned, drawing links between relevant theory and practice in the literature. Please ensure 
that you use literature relating to your own subject where appropriate and include a brief critical 
reflection on the place of your subject in relation to the wider school curriculum. You must include 
any relevant lesson plans and teaching resources as appendices to your work, though any 
elements that are vital to your discussion should be included in the main section of the essay. 
Critically reflect on how you have planned for pupil progression in the series of lessons. This could 
include how you have planned to address pupil misconceptions and how you would assess pupil 
progress.  
Please note - as a reassessment of your summative assignment this is a stand-alone 
piece of work and so must show reference to appropriate literature and an 
appropriate reference list. (The marker has not necessarily read your previous 
assignments). You may re-use and rework any relevant material from the first 
summative attempt. 

SUBMISSION DATE AS PER STUDENT PORTAL 

To be submitted by 4pm on 07/05/2021. To be submitted through 
the relevant resubmission portal on Turnitin (via Blackboard) in pdf 
format. 
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